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Larry Draughon�s 
farewell is this 

Friday, 
June 6th! 

(see page 6 for details) 

Having a baby - it is something that seems so easy. 
However, each year millions of couples face difficulty in conceiving a child. 
While some are able to succeed with the aid of infertility treatments, others 
find themselves wondering if becoming a parent simply isn't in their destiny. 

The truth is, infertility is found across the world, in every country, state and 
city. According to the National Women's Health Resource Center 
(NWHRC), approximately 6.1 million couples in the United States - or 10 
percent of all couples of childbearing age - have had difficulty conceiving. 

For many couples, infertility is an invisible loss - one that is very personal and 
oftentimes is not understood by friends and family. All too often, couples 
merely hide their sorrow, pushing it out of their thoughts, going on with 
their normal day-to-day routine. However, it is important that couples do 
not minimize or overlook their feelings. Feelings of anger, hurt, disappoint-
ment and loss are normal emotional reactions to infertility, and should not 
be dismissed. 

While adoption can be a wonderful avenue for couples facing infertility to 
make their dreams of parenthood come true, it is important that they first 
process their emotions regarding their infertility. Couples need to make a 
conscious move from their first choice of raising a biological child, to their 
next choice, of growing a family through adoption. If a couple is not able to 
distinguish between the need to have a baby and the need to parent, then 
they may not be ready to pursue adoption. Likewise, it also is not advisable 
that couples continue infertility treatments while pursuing adoption. Just as 
the pursuit to become pregnant is one that many couples devote themselves 
fully to, couples pursuing an adoption plan must also be prepared to fully de-
vote themselves to the adoption process. 

Moving from infertility to adoption 
When dealing with infertility, there are typically five stages of loss that a cou-
ple may experience. Each of these emotions is normal and is a healthy way of 
processing the emotional ups and downs of infertility. It is also a healthy way 
of ensuring that a couple is ready to pursue an adoption plan. Not every cou-
ple will experience every stage, and each stage does not necessarily follow 
one after another. Couples also may experience a stage more than once - all 
are normal, healthy ways of processing feelings. 
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Adoption and Infertility 

If you have a story you 
would like to share or 

an article you would like 
to see in our newsletter, 

please contact  
Emrie Stoten at  

emrie@hotmail.com. 
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Stage 1 - Denial  

The denial stage is usually seen when a family is 
in a state of shock and does not feel feeling 
surrounding their infertility. They can deny 
themselves the ability to cry or become angry 
about the loss. As a result, they do not allow 
themselves to process their feelings of loss and 
are therefore never able to fully deal with their 
grief. 

Stage 2 - Anger  

Once a person is no longer in denial, they can 
become angry for the loss. Anger can manifest itself in many ways, including fear, jealousy, 
envy, guilt, resentment or shame. A person often feels angry towards everyone, including 
their spouse, coworkers and close friends. This anger can be especially prevalent when they 
see a parent with a small child or baby, which can make them feel as if life is unfair. 

Stage 3 - Bargaining  

Many couples facing infertility find themselves believing in the myth that if they begin pursuing 
adoption, they will become pregnant. While there have been instances when this has hap-
pened, the occurrence is rare. Choosing adoption because of a fantasy is not a sound deci-
sion, and it may make it harder for couples to fully process their emotions about their infer-
tility. A couple should not pursue adoption unless they plan on fully devoting themselves to 
the process. 

Stage 4 - Sadness  

Many couples feel not just emotional pain, but also physical pain during the sadness stage. 
They may have low energy and physical complaints. However, these feelings are actually an 
important step in the grieving process - it signifies that they are moving in a healthy way past 
the loss. At this stage, many couples find it beneficial to hold a grief ceremony, which could 
include donating to a children's charity, releasing a balloon, donating flowers at church or 
planting a tree. It is important to note that the sadness from experiencing infertility may 
never go away. While there may always be a sense of sadness that the family did not get to 
experience the pregnancy or bring their biological child into the world, it cannot and should 
not be something that is overpowering the adoption experience. 

Stage 5 - Acceptance  

When a couple fully accepts their infertility and processes their emotions regarding the loss, 
they reach a stage of acceptance. Couples at the acceptance stage look at infertility as a time 
that was challenging and emotionally difficult, but it no longer consumes them. They see 
adoption in a positive light and are excited to pursue their adoption plan and begin this next 
phase of their lives together.              Continued bottom of pg. 3 
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Stork Report 

When one spouse is ready to adopt and the other is not 
Couples should also recognize that each person grieves differently, and at a different pace. It is very 
common for one spouse to quickly progress through the grieving process, while the other needs 
more time to fully process their emotions. Men and women also grieve about different things. For 
example, women often need time to grieve about the loss of not being able to experience a preg-
nancy, while men do not recognize this loss. 
It is important that each partner has had time to grieve and process their emotions fully before pur-
suing adoption. Often one partner will be ready to adopt, while the other is not. Despite this fact, 
the partner goes along with the adoption plan to make the other happy. Couples should discuss 
their feelings with their partner and be open with them; this will allow each partner to know where 
the other is in the grieving process. It will also allow a couple to better determine if they are really 
ready to pursue an adoption plan. If one partner is ready to adopt, but the other is not, then it is 
best to give the other partner more time to process their feelings. The importance of this emotional 
healing cannot be understated. Couples who choose adoption must do so because they both have 
chosen it - adopting a child is an important and profound step in a person's life, and it is a choice that 
should be made by each spouse, not just one. 

There are also many resources available to help couples who may be struggling with their emotions 
regarding their infertility. Resources include counseling with a social worker or counselor who un-
derstands infertility loss and adoption, speaking with others who have also shared the same experi-
ence, reading books regarding infertility and adoption and joining a positive support group or net-
work [Like your local FSA chapter!].            http://www.americanadoptions.com/adopt/infertility 

Mesa Chapter 
Families Supporting Adoption Newsletter 

Adoption and Infertility continued 

Congratulations to the following  
families who welcomed 

a baby girl into their home 
 

Collin & Jennifer Gibbons, 
 

Colin & Ginger Hunt, 
and 

Mark & Cammy Reeves 
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Spotlight: Watkins Family 
New Newsletter Coordinators 

 June 2008 

We are BJ, Shannon and Sam Watkins.  
BJ and Shannon have been married for 
nearly four years.  In February of 2007, 
we were given the incredible blessing of 
bringing Sam into our family through 
adoption.  

 

We met at a party hosted by BJ. He 
asked Shannon out a week later and 
from there we spent every day after that 
either together or talking on the phone. 
After we had dated for two months, we 
started to talk about where we thought 

our relationship was heading.  We both admitted that we loved each other very much, and we saw 
ourselves getting married and having a family together.  We discussed whether or not we should 
continue to date for a while before getting formally engaged, but decided that since we knew we 
wanted to spend the rest of eternity together, why wait?  We got engaged that very night. We like 
to joke about how we �accidentally� got engaged since neither of us had any intention of it happen-
ing so quickly.  We were married two months later.   

 

We started trying to conceive a child after we had been married a year.  Shortly after we started 
trying to get pregnant, our doctor discovered that Shannon had a uterus malformation that would 
hinder us from conceiving and carrying a child.  Knowing that, we started exploring adoption as a 
way to bring children into our family.    

 

As we stated earlier, we were blessed with adopting our son, Sam, February 2007. Sam�s birth family 
is in the same ward as BJ�s parents.  So when BJ�s mom heard that Sam�s birth-mom was considering 
placing her baby for adoption, she took her our birthparent letter.  The day that we got the call 
from Larry telling us that we were finally certified for adoption we got a call from Sam�s birth-mom 
asking if she could meet us.  (We know we are one of those couples that didn�t have to wait very 
long.)  Two weeks later, on Valentines Day, she called us again and told us that she would like us to 
be Sam�s parents.  He was born two weeks after that. 

 

BJ will be finished with his MBA at the end of June and we have decided to try to actively pursue an-
other adoption at that time.  We are really excited at the prospect of bringing a new member into 
our family.  Shannon is also excited to help Emrie with the monthly newsletter.  We love to get to 
know other couples who have also had the wonderful experience of adoption. 
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Mesa Chapter 
Families Supporting Adoption Newsletter 

Placement Post: 
Arrington Family 

Placement Post: 
Allen Family 

We are so 
happy to 
report that 
our beauti-
ful family of 
adopted 
children 
has grown 
as of April 
28th, 2008! 
We wel-
comed Lin-

coln to our family and lovingly call him "Our Missing 
Link". He is as close as an "infertile" couple comes to 
having an "oops!" as you can get . We have two- 4 year 
olds named Brooklyn and Tyson that are 6 weeks apart 
(from two different birth-moms of course). At the end 
of last year we welcomed baby number 3 named Naya. 
Naya is Brooklyn's half sister. A month ago we got a 
call from Brooklyn and Naya's birth-mom that she had 
a baby boy on March 16th! We didn't even know she 
was pregnant. A week later we were bringing Lincoln 
home.  

This is very unusual to have 3 children from the 
same birth-mom. We love her and know that she has 
wanted to be a mother so very badly, but circum-
stances that are not all in her control, have limited her. 
We are grateful she has had the courage to make un-
selfish choices for her children. We have tried to do 
our part to be prepared for what Heavenly Father has 
in store by keeping up on our certification as well as 
getting our foster licensing...for the "just in cases". Hav-
ing our foster licensing last year allowed us to be pre-
pared to welcome Naya to our family at 4 months of 
age, after CPS got involved (long story).  

We are so grateful for this unexpected blessing 
that our youngest son is to our family. 

To all of you hopeful adoptive couples....BE PRO-
ACTIVE! Open your mouth when it's uncomfortable 
and be prepared in all the different ways you can to 
receive what Heavenly Father has waiting for you!  

The Arringtons 

Josh and I started the adoption process a little 
over a year ago.  When we heard that the average 
wait time for an infant was two years, we decided 
then and there to do whatever we could to speed 
up the process.  So, after completing the massive 
amounts of paperwork for our home study, we 
began putting together business cards, postcards, 
emails, etc. to send to our friends and fam-
ily.  Once we were certified at the end of Septem-
ber we began our media blitz.  We had already 
started telling everyone we knew. 

Lilan�s birth-mom found us as a result of one 
little email that Josh sent to his co-workers.  A 
couple of them forwarded his email on to the birth 
grandmother, who later showed it to her daugh-
ter.  She chose us a few months later!  We had a 
wonderful 3 months visiting with and getting to 
know Lily�s birth-mom before her birth.  Lily�s 
birth-mom is amazing and we are thrilled to have 
her in our lives. 

Lilian Renee Allen was born in Phoenix, 
AZ April 21, 2008 and weighed 8 pounds, 2 
ounces.  She's healthy and happy and already sleep-
ing through the night.  Yeah!  We love her so 
much and thank her birth parents for making the 
decision to place her in our family. 

We can't imagine our lives without her. 

If you have feedback, suggestions, or ideas for an upcoming newsletter, please send them to emrie@hotmail.com. 
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Children's Books on Adoption 

 June 2008 

 

   

You Are Special - You Were Chosen  
by Joanna Ferlan  

My Adopted Child, There's No One Like 
You (...  
by Dr. Kevin Leman  

We Belong Together: A Book About 
Adoption a...  
by Todd Parr 

   

Motherbridge of Love  
by Xinran 

A Mother for Choco (Paperstar)  
by Keiko Kasza 

The Red Thread: An Adoption Fairy Tale  
by Grace Lin 

   

Tell Me Again About the Night I Was 
Born  
by Jamie Lee Curtis 

Forever Fingerprints: An Amazing Dis-
covery ...  
by Sherrie Eldridge 

Rosie's Family: An Adoption Story  
by Lori Rosove 

 

Over the Moon: An Adoption Tale 
By Karen Katz 

 

Every Year on Your Birthday  
by Rose A. Lewis  

 

Did My First Mother Love Me?: A Story 
for a...  
by Kathryn Ann Miller 
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Announcements 

Mesa Chapter 
Families Supporting Adoption Newsletter 

 After 36 years of service... 

Larry Draughon 
is retiring and you are invited to a 

reception in his honor. 

This Friday, June 6th 

3:00 to 6:30 p.m. 

(�come and go�) 

Three Fountains Ward Building 

1852 N. Stapley Road 

Mesa, AZ 

Light refreshments 

will be served. 

Please RSVP to Jan Anderson at 
480.968.2995x102 or 

Jan-Anderson@att.net. 

Be sure to check your email inbox because registration will begin this month for the 

Regional FSA Conference to be held in Mesa August 8th & 9th in conjunction with the National 
FSA Conference. There will be satellite broadcast presentations from Salt Lake City in addition to work-
shops and activities on the regional level. Mark your calendars and plan on attending this exciting event! 

Open House 

National and Regional FSA  

Adoption Workshop Series 

Check out the National FSA Spring 2008 Newsletter where our chapter is highlighted! 

http://www.providentliving.org/pfw/multimedia/files/pfw/pdf/54528_04Newsletter_Spring_pdf.pdf 

We are having an FSA Pool Party 
on July 26 from 6:00-8:00pm 

at the Fremont Pool 
(1001 N. Power Road). 

The party will be FREE. 

Refreshments will be served. 

Pool Party 


